females actually contribute more animal protein to the household than males. With the help of two graduate students, Tracer plans to test his theory among the Au. “I’m really looking forward to questioning some of the dominant notions in anthropology of the gender division of labor,” Tracer says. “I think that’s really going to make an important contribution.” The team will measure both male and female protein contributions to the household as well as correlating family health.

This once-in-a-lifetime opportunity will allow the students a learning environment that cannot be duplicated in the classroom. “I hope the students gain an appreciation for how different the way of life is, but also how fundamentally human people are when you go around the world,” says Tracer. “They’re every bit as funny and challenging as any other person that you would meet on the street in Denver.” With the current lack of research in anthropology on female hunting, Tracer believes this study will spark the interest of those in and out of the field. He plans to use the data he gathers to prepare a National Science Foundation grant proposal for 2010. “It’s been people’s preconceived notions that have hindered the research to some degree,” Tracer explains. “But obviously that’s changing.”

“I’m really looking forward to questioning some of the dominant notions in anthropology of the gender division of labor.”

“...And there’s more! Here is the full list of faculty development grant awardees:
- Anir Ameri: Architecture Pedagogy and Virtual Reality Imaging
- Sharon Araji: Listen to Our Voices
- Lee Breuderle: Evolution
- Mary Connolly: One Person Exhibition at the Morris Graves Museum of Art
- Brian DeLevie: The Radio Project
- Tim Lei: Development of a Non-Invasive Surface Cancer Screening Apparatus
- Jean McGowan: Health Education and Injury Prevention Strategies for Musicians
- Steve Medina: Art History of Chicano Price Theory
- Robert Mercelis: Hermeneutics and the Critique of Religion
- Charles Musiba and Tiffany Tanner: Climate Change and Human Evolution at Lautoli in Northern Tanzania
- Paul Moses: Timescape CD Project
- Jeremy Nemeth: Lost Topo—Security Design and the Dividing of Public Space
- Peter Schneider: Linking Design, Communication and Research in an Architecture Curriculum
- Donna Sabat: Building a Conceptual Framework for Cultural Responsiveness in Classroom Practice
- Thorsten Spath: Web-Based Overviews of Theories and Research in International Relations
- Sherry Taylor: Parent Involvement—Supporting Collaborations Across Language and Culture
- David Tracer: Winner the Hunter—Protein Procurement and Household Health in a Foraging Society
- Bryan Wex: Cross-Cultural Comparisons of Students’ Everyday Issues in Environmental Education
- Westlund, Samuels, Townsend, Giandulli, Dusky: Monitoring Each Other—Learning from Colleagues
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Growing on You

We’re growing. We’re growing as a center, as a university and as a community ... a global community. The faculty at the University of Colorado Denver take that growth seriously and embrace the opportunity to be productive, proactive and to boldly question convention in this universal evolution.

In this edition of Latitude, we’ll explore this growth. We’ll question with David Tracer the hunter-gatherer role among the Au tribe in Papua New Guinea; Sharon Araji will explain the importance of helping the judicial system recognize victims’ rights; Jeremy Nemeth will seek the means to maintain security without intimidation. Those are just a few of the stories featured in this edition — important innovations that will help shape the future.

The Center for Faculty Development is evolving as well. In addition to offering faculty the latest online tutorials, blogs and research opportunities through faculty development grants, you can also look forward to live online faculty discussions each week, up-to-the-minute center updates on Twitter and an expanded version of Latitude online, featuring articles, photos and even video exploring the outstanding research and creative activities under way by grant recipients.

Stay tuned! Check out our site at http://thunder1.cudenver.edu/CFO/ to find out more about — and explore ways to be a part of — this important growth.

Ellen Stevens
Director
Planting the Seed of Discovery

Some argue that migratory plant species have debated the cause of this finding, meaning they can be found in every country in the world. At least six of the largest genera of flowering plants in the world. Peer mentoring in the research of education, nearly unheard of for high school students,” Bruederle says. According to an educational video taken by doctors, most high school students, “It is a valuable tool,” said Sharon Araji, professor of sociology at the University of Alaska Anchorage in 2003.”

Keeping Space with Security Needs

S
Since the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, Americans have become accustomed to heightened security measures. In many major U.S. cities, security zones surround high-profile buildings, with the removal of barriers—walls that could endanger the very freedoms they protect. “We’re losing public space,” says Jeremy Nemeth, assistant professor at the College of Architecture and Planning. “The freedom of expression and the right to petition are essential elements of democracy, but identifying the appropriate site to do so can be confusing when laws vary from city to city, says Nemeth. “Sometimes [protestors] don’t really know whether they’re crossing a line or not.”

B
Beggars, it’s a word that can strike fear in the strongest among us. Performing a beggy “the removal and examination of tissue or cells is the current procedure for determining whether cells are cancerous.”
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